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Doing the CEL project for my Spanish class was definitely a eye opening experience that 
changed my initial perspective on borders. Going into the project, I was convinced that it would 
be difficult to find borders within a small community of children, but I enjoyed the idea that we 
were going to teach them on our own. I knew that if I would take on the challenge of teaching 
kids about a sensitive topic, it would allow me to get a better understanding of  the topic. In order 
to teach something, you need to have a complete understanding of the topic at hand. When it is 
something sensitive, it adds to the necessity of having to fully understand in order to translate it 
back to fifth graders.  
Teaching the students made me realize that borders are present everywhere for everyone. 
I was surprised to learn that borders are even present for kids who are in fifth grade. The borders 
that were presented for the students were all different, but they were definitely present for all of 
them. Some examples of borders were: family barriers, financial differences, cultural differences, 
etc. For example, there was a student within the group of 6 students who always talked about the 
differences she experienced at home and at school. She always discussed feeling different at 
home because she had two different parents, and she never knew whether she was of hispanic 
descent or not. Ellie also talked about playing football and enjoying to dance, but what would 
hold her back is that she constantly got picked on. Ellie seems to be serious about playing 
football and there's a gender barrier that exists within the sport due to such high popularity for 
men. I learned that 5th graders have such big hearts and are most of the time open minded. It is 
sad to see that now in days there are so many barriers that are created through society. I would 
wonder what would happen if all the kids in the world had this experience to learn about other 
cultures and learn to appreciate the beauty in other people's differences. Based on a survey at the 
end of the project, the most popular activity was learning spanish words. 
 The students enjoyed learning about other cultures, and it was a beautiful sighting to see 
that they’re all so open minded. I learned that it only takes a short amount of time to get the 
attention of kids and attempt to teach them lessons that can stick with them for a lifetime. At the 
beginning of the study, some of the students believed that bullying was something good that was 
crucial for defense. After reading stories that had to do with bullying, many of the students then 
changed their way of thinking. The students did not only learn the difference between first, 
second, third person, grammar, definition of stanzas, spanish words, metaphors, similes, etc. but 
they got an insight of the everyday life. There are borders that are presented in everyday life, and 
they are not always necessarily physical borders. An example of the story that we read that had 
present border was Legal Alien by Pat Mora. Legal Alien discusses the feeling of living in 
nepantlismo. Living in nepantlismo means to be in between and not knowing whether you 
belong to one group of people or the other. A word that stuck with the group of students was the 
word:“hyphenated”. The students proceeded to utilize this word as a form to describe the way 
they felt. It was a very valuable activity, because they opened up to one another and learned to 
accept each other for who they were as a person.  
I learned so much about myself while teaching these students, and that was that I was 
being so closed minded with the idea of borders. Seeing the kids be intrigued to learn and absorb 
as much information as possible, made me want to learn more as well. I truly realized that 
borders do create differences, but they can all be seen past no matter what.  The CEL project was 
definitely a highlight of my semester and I am very happy to have partaken in this project.  
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